The daily report highlights the violations behind Israeli home demolitions and demolition threats in the occupied Palestinian territory, the confiscation and razing of lands, the uprooting and destruction of fruit trees, the expansion of settlements and erection of outposts, the brutality of the Israeli Occupation Army, the Israeli settlers violence against Palestinian civilians and properties, the erection of checkpoints, the construction of the Israeli segregation wall and the issuance of military orders for the various Israeli purposes.

The Violations are based on reports provided by field workers and/or news sources.

The text is not quoted directly from the sources but is edited for clarity.

The daily report does not necessarily reflect ARIJ’s opinion.

Brutality of the Israeli Occupation Army

- Israeli Occupation Army staged into Khan Yunis town south of Gaza city, under the intensive of shooting, no injuries were reported.

- Israeli Occupation Army shot and killed Palestinian citizen Zakaria Jamal Mohamad Mussa Abu 'Arram (16 years old) during clashes broke between the Army and the citizens in Yatta town south of Hebron city while they were trying to arrest the released prisoner
Khalid Mussa. The Israeli army also injured and arrested Mohamad Amer Hosheh (21 years old).

- The Israeli Occupation Army suppressed the weekly peaceful demonstration against the wall and settlements and in solidarity with the prisoner Hana' Shalabi that took place in Al Ma'sara village in Bethlehem city. The IOA used tear gas bombs and rubber bullets. As a result, journalist Ra’fat Ala’ Al-Den (24 years old) and an international activist were wounded as the Army dozens hindered dozens of protesters from reaching the segregation wall area.

- The Israeli Occupation Army suppressed the peaceful demonstration in Beit Dijn village east of Nablus city, in protest against closing the main street that lead to the village. Clashes broke between the Israeli Army and the protesters, the IOA fired tear gas, sound bombs and rubber bullets. In addition to that, clashes broke between the Israeli Army and the citizens of Qesra village south of Nablus city, after the Israeli settlers tried to storm the village.

- A number of Palestinian citizens among International activists were injured and suffered from tear gas inhalation in the peaceful demonstration that took place in An Nabi Salih. The IOA used tear gas bombs and rubber bullets. The Army arrested an International activist and injured journalist Majdi Eshtia after attacking the journalists and prevented them from covering the army attacks against the demonstrators. In addition to that, the soldiers attacked Palestinian houses and sprayed them with wastewater and gas bombs, causing destruction among their properties.

- A number of Palestinian citizens among International activists were injured and suffered from tear gas inhalation in the peaceful demonstration that took place in Bil'in village in solidarity with the prisoner Hana' Shalabi. The IOA used tear gas bombs and rubber bullets causing injuries to Abd Allah Yasin (18 years old) and Abed Khatib (18 years old).

- The Israeli Occupation Army suppressed the weekly peaceful demonstration against the wall and settlements that took place in Kafer Qaddum. The IOA used tear gas bombs and rubber bullets causing injuries to citizens among international activists.
Three Palestinian citizen were killed in an Israeli shelling at Al Shuja’yia neighborhood east of Gaza city. The three killed Palestinians are; Abed Fadel Al-Gharbali (24 years old), Mohmad Khalid Mustafa Harara (23 years old) and Hazem Awad Sliman Qreqa’ (30 years old).

The Israeli warplanes shelled at Az Zaitoun neighborhood in Gaza city, no injuries were reported.

The Israeli gunboats fired at Al Sudaniya area west of Beit Lahiya north of Gaza strip; Also the Israeli Occupation Army shelled at areas east of Jabaliya, Al Buriej camp, Al Maghazi and no injuries were reported.

A Palestinian citizen was injured in an Israeli aircraft east of Al Tuffah neighborhood east of Gaza city, causing destruction to the house of Al-Suirki family.

Israel Air Force launched a strike on Palestinian targets in Gaza city, killing the secretary-general of the Popular Resistance Committee, Zuhair al-Qaisi and his associate, Mahmoud Hanani.

**Israeli Settlers Violence**

- A Group of Israeli settlers attacked 3 international activists and stole their cameras while they were in a tour for monitoring the Israeli violations in Ash Shuhada street in Hebron city

**Uprooting & Destruction of fruitful trees**

- Israelis settlers of Nahl’iel settlement near Beit Ellu village west of Ramallah city destroyed and uprooted about 80 olive trees owned by Mohamad Jebril in Al-Dahrat.

- Israeli settlers Eli settlement uprooted 40 olive trees in Qaryut village south of Nablus city.